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Andy Boylan reports on the
second lecture in the 2005
Wooster Forum, "Integrity:
Local Actions and Global
Reactions. " Details on page 2.
Women's soccer has a three-wi- n
weekend. Erin Lustic '07
ties an existing school record
for scoring the most points in
a game. See page 8.
Chris Beck voices his offense at
..:tieflewy proposed Wooster--.
Bhic. See page 3 to sympa-- .
thize, disagree or get some
general insight.
Liz Miller and Alex Cacioppo
comment on a Wooster peace
rally held downtown, and the
national issue of the war in
Iraq. Read both columns on
page 4.
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Features takes a look at what
the Olde Jaol has to offer in the
way of food, drinks and enter-
tainment on page 5.
What's the deal with the rub-
bery shoe trend? Read what
Arts found out about the
"Crocs" on page 6.
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Participants af a Monday protest where "Peace Mom" Cindy Sheehan was arrested
in front of the White House for protesting without a permit.
Community rallies
.
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Wooster students and community members demonstrate for peace (Photo by Caroline Hotra).
Wooster hondr code faces potential changes
The Wooster Voice looks into the Honor Code Committee and Campus Council's endorsement of the College of Wooster's honor code, "Wooster Ethic'
Sara Taggart
News Editor
Sept. 22 marked the culmination of
three years' worth of effort for
.what
was formerly the Honor Code
Committee. After the Campus Council
meeting, where it was approved that
the motion for the amended statement
of the Wooster Ethic as proposed by
the Committee be forwarded to
President Hales for approval of
implementation.
Former Honor Code Committee
member and student leader Shawn
Sweeney '06 said that in the passing of
the Ethic code to Campus Council, the
Honor Code Committee was dis-
solved. "Now the Honor' Code will
exist first with President Hales and
then with the Judicial Committee of
Campus Council."
The Campus Council-endorse- d
Wooster Ethic motion, by a vote of
six-to-fo-
ur, reads as follows:
Students walk to fight
Coege of Wooster students,
encouraged by the campus
Allies and Queers LGBT organ-
ization, come together to sup-
port the annual AIDS walk in
Cleveland this Saturday.
Leah Koontz
Chief Staff Writer
Wooster's Allies and Queers have
formed a team called the "Wooainbow
Babies" who will participate in the 15th
Annual Dr. John T. Carey Memorial
AIDS Walk in the University Circle of
Cleveland on Oct. 1.
Ronoldo Appleton '07 is the main
organizer in Allies and Queers for the
walk. He learned of the walk from an
insert from the Gay People's
Chronicle, and said it was something
he wanted to participate in because
"it's a major issue right now, plus my
priority is to fight AIDS and cancer. I
originally wanted to go into medical
research to fight those two diseases,
and I consider them of equal weight.
I recently lost my grandma to cancer
so that puts more emotion into it for
me." Appleton has been involved with
AIDS education campaigns in his
hometown in Jamaica as well.
This year's walk is dedicated to Ana
Rodriguez, her family and her care-
givers, and 4,000 walkers are expect-
ed. Rodriguez learned she was lorn
with HIV at age six, and lost both of
her parents to AIDS by age 10. She
faced the disease for 16 years before
passing away.
This year's walk will also assist the
estimated 8,000 HIV positive persons
affected by Hurricane Hatrina. In addi-
tion, agencies in six Ohio cities have
raised nearly $10,000 to go to the
Montrose Clinic in 1 louston, the city's
largest AIDS services and medical care
organization.
whole world is watchins.'
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"With codes such as this ... if it's not recognized by the student body as a
whole, as a source of morality, it's not going to do well."
"I hereby join this community with
a commitment to the Wooster Ethic
upholding academic and personal
integrity and a culture of honesty and
trust in all my academic endeavors,
social interactions, and official busi-
ness of the College. I will submit only
my own original work, and respect
others and their property. I will not
support by my actions or inactions the
dishonest acts of others."
Dr. Jon Breitenbucher, adjunct pro-
fessor of mathematical sciences and
member of the Honor Code
Committee, was the one who put for-
ward the motion that Campus Council
endorse the Wooster Ethic and rec-
ommend that President Hales endorse
Kristen Statdtmuller '08,
Wooainbqw Babies member, said,
"Incidentally AIDS was one of the
main topics in my FYS on germs
taught by Mark Snider. We had to read
a story of a gay man dying of AIDS.
The donations to victims of Hatrina
are really important because if you're
homosexual it can be hard to get help
for AIDS anyway, and then add poor
economic conditions and a natural dis-
aster on top of that, and it's almost
impossible."
Stadtmuller continued to say, "I defi-
nitely think the walk could be a yearly
event. You'd think fundraising would
be hard, but it seems to work on this
campus. There was just $600 raised by
students in support of Hurricane
Hatrina relief."
Appleton also added that Allies and
Queers may be involved with the walk
in the future, in which case they will
start campaigning earlier, and also
mentioned there had been some sched-
uling conflicts with Scots in Service
being on the same day.
' The Wooainbow Babies have a
fundraising goal of $l,ooo and have
been encouraging students to support
the cause by placing donations in the
rainbow-colore- d boxes around campus,
donating to students who were circu-
lating the campus with rainlxw-col-ore- d
cups, donating at their tabling
hours in Lowry, participating in Jail
and Bail, and donating online at
http:www.just giving.compfpcow-aand- q.
The campus community can
still donate money online up until
Saturday. Appleton said the Student
Government Association had been
especially supxirtive of the Jail and
Bail event Friday.
Michelle Ort '09, Wixiainlxw Babies
niemlxT, said, "There are 10 people on
the team so that's $100 to raise each. I
participated in an AIDS Walk for the
Gay-Straig- ht Alliance at my high
schtxil and we had 10 xoplc who raised
against
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it. At the May 2005 faculty meeting,
the last of the 2004-0- 5 academic year,
the faculty approved Breitenbucher's
motion to forward the Honor Code
Committee's work on the Wooster
Ethic to Campus Council. Due to the
timing of the motion on the Council
table, the debate of the Wooster Ethic
was postponed until this year.
Breitenbucher explained, "There
were at least two days of debate
and most of it centered on issues of
implementation and,, .enforcement,
which is realiy a function of the
Judicial Committee, neither of which
Were what the motion was about. I
have a feeling that some of the dis
senting voters were worried about
AIDS, raise
Support Tfc.
Aids wxuc
A & Q members Ronoldo Appleton, left, and Sara Stienemetz,
right, table to raise money (Photo by Caroline Hotra).
about $50 each. A lot of my friends in
high school were gay and that's how I
got into gay rights. I mean, nobody's for
AIDS, so it was something I could actu-
ally form an opinion on." Ort said the
team was only formed recently, and they
still were not sure how they were going
to get to the walk itself.
Dr. John T. Carey was leader of the
Special Immunology Unit at Case
Western University, which was named
in his honor after his death in 1995The
SIU shares space with the '(IDS
Clinical Trials Unit as a part of the
Division of Infectious Diseases in the
Department of Medicine of Case
Western Reserve University's School of
Medicine.
The AIDS Walk is its own 501 (c) 3
nonprofit organization and supports
programs providing critical
HIVAIDS services to residents of
Northeast Ohio. Beneficiaries include
the AIDS Taskforce of Greater
Cleveland, the Free Clinic of Greater
Cleveland, the AGAPE Program of
Antioch Baptist Church, the
LesbianGay Community Services
Center, Planned Parenthood of
Iraq war
Voice Staff
The Wooster community rallied in
solidarity with anti-w- ar marches and
assemblies across the world on the
evening of Saturday, Sept. 24, in the
Public Square at the corner of Market
and Liberty.
At approximately 7 p.m. the rally
kicked ofT after signs were made in the
Wayne County Center for Progressive
Democracy.
Wooster resident Susan Rieder intro-
duced the evening's speakers. Professor
of Religious Studies Charles Hammer, '
Associate Professor of Communication
vDenise BostdorfF and Writing Center
Intern Sheila Liming '05 offered" their
takes on U.S. involvement in Iraq.
The rally in Wooster drew an esti-
mated crowd of 40 to 70 participants,
ranging from students, faculty and
staff of the College of Wooster to
other community members while sim-
ilar rallies
.
across the nation drew
numbers in the thousands. In particu-
lar, the Rally to End War in
Washington, D.C. drew numbers in
"the tens of thousands," according to
reports from the Washington Post.
Mike Doerr
Class of 2008
things which might arise in the future
and didn't .actually object to the state-
ment that was passed." '
According to Assistant Professor of
Psychology Amy Jo Stavnezer, also a
member, of - the-- Ccmmittey-jri- r to
this motion the Committee talked to
many associate groups at the College
about the Ethic proposal, including
among others the Student
Government Association (SGA).'exec-utiv- e
staff, and alumni, whom they
were able to address at Homecoming.
The Committee also held two open
forums that were public for all campus
community members to attend.
See "Ethic," page 2
awareness
Greater Cleveland, the Women's
Center of Greater Cleveland,
Hispanic UMADAOP, and the Ohio
AIDS Coalition.
According to Stadtmuller, although
sometimes you see AIDS testing at the
Wellness Center and posters. Allies
and Queers wanted to raise awareness
of the AIDS epidemic and that is why
they have a table focusing on AIDS
information during the annual Five
Days of Gays. Appleton said as a gen-
eral rule "Wooster students are
informed about AIDS but do not think
about it until they least expect to.
Additionally, Appleton said, "There
are stereotypes with AIDS. There are
people out there who still think all gay
men have AIDS. Howev er, as a group.
we're not taking it as a gay agenda; it's
just another form of social work. HIV
positive people suffer neglect and
scorn and that's part of the walk.
"Our incentive is to spread hope,
spread love, and spread understanding
that HIV patients are still people, in
order to bring a level of comfort and
understanding between HIV positive
persons and community members."
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Mason begins
AJricana Series
College of Wooster alum and Ohio
State Representative Lance Mason
returned to campus yesterday,
September 29, to deliver the lecture
"The Politics of Politics from the
Perspective of a Black Legislator."
In his talk he drew upon his 13
years in the political arena, which
included time spent working for the
U.S. Department of Agriculture as
an assistant prosecutor 'in
Cuyahoga County and as a district
director for Congresswoman
Stephanie Tubbs Jones.
He has been a member of the Ohio
House of Representatives since 2002
and is now serving his third term in
office in addition to working as in
the litigation group at Baker &
Hostetler LLP. This lecture was the
first in Wooster's Africana Studies
Seminar series.
Students, alumni
volunteer on Oct. 1
Wooster students and alumni will
participate in Scots in Service Day on
Saturday, Oct. 1, working on volun-
teer projects in 23 cities across the
country. Since 2001, this annual event
has celebrated the college's legacy of
helping others in addition to provid-
ing opportunities for alumni to get
together and volunteer in their
respective communities.
The idea was first proposed by
Wooster's Alumni Board, which
decided that a nationwide service day
would complement the college's histo-
ry of volunteerism both locally and
abroad. Projects will be completed in
Ohio in Canton, Cleveland, Columbus,
Dayton and Wooster and in 18 cities
across the nation. This year's projects
include beautifying city parks, sorting
donates at, ,fyqd( banks and cleaning
recreajtaon cenfe,nyand schools.
Wooster drops to
68th in U.S. News
The College of Wooster was ranked
among the nation's best colleges in the
latest editions of both U.S. News &
World Report and The Princeton
Review: The 361 Best Colleges.
Wooster's reputation of academic
excellence coupled with its financial
aid policies helped the college secure a
spot on The Princeton Review's "best
values" list. U.S. News once again
noted the college's Independent Study
(I.S.) to be a "stellar, example" of a sen-
ior capstone program, making this the
fourth year in a row it has gained this
distinction.
In the U.S. News overall ranking,
Wooster came in 68th out of a field of
215 national liberal arts colleges.
NATION
Abu Ghraib torture
participant sentenced
FORT HOOD, Texas (AP) - Amy
Private First Class Lynndie England
was sentenced to three years in prison
for her role in the abuse of detainees
at Abu Ghraib prison in Baghdad. It
took about 90 minutes for the jury of
five Army officers to finish their delib-
erations. England had been convicted
on six of seven counts of prisoner
mistreatment on Monday, charges
which carried a possibility of up to
nine years behind bars.
The prosecution had requested a
four-to-s- ix year sentence. Prior to her
sentencing, England apologized for
the photographs and stated that she
appeared in them at the request of her
boyfriend Private Charles Graner Jr.
In last week's sports story on field
hockey, Anlyn Addis '07 was listed as
class of 2006. An editor erred.
In the story about Matsos restau-
rant, the photo was actually taken by
Mac Buehler. An editor erred.
In last week's story on
Constitution Day, the photo was of K.
William Bailey, not J. Douglas Drushal.
Lastly, in the article on Mom's
Truckstop, Steve Watts' name is print-
ed as Steve Lotz. An editor erred.
Though we at he Voict strive for
excellence, we can fall short. Please
notify us of any errors by sending cor-
rections to voicewooster.edu.
Voice"tv tNews
Integrity forum h
Andy Boylan
Staff Writer
"Speaking Truth to Power" was the
focus of Tuesday's (brum, the second
installment of the 2005 Wooster
Forum series Integrity: Local Actions
and Global Reactions. Held in McGaw
Chapel, it was moderated by Associate
Professor Denise BostdorfT of
Communication Department, and con-
sisted of Associate Professor of
Philosophy Henry Kreuzman,
Associate Professor of Political
Science Eric Moskowitz, and Assistant ,
Professor of History Jeff Roche.
Taking different approaches to look
at the phrase "speaking truth to
power," the professors focused on the
history of the phrase, what it truly
means, and its relevance in contempo-
rary public dialogue. Before yielding
the podium to Roche, Bostdorff
opened with a quote from eighteenth
century English author Samuel
Johnson,"Integrity without knowl-
edge is weak and useless, and knowl-
edge without integrity is dangerous
and dreadful."
Roche began the speeches with a
historical perspective on the phrase
"speaking truth to power" by associat-
ing it with the self-evide-nt truths that
pervade the Declaration of
Independence, particularly the ideal of
equality. He said the ideal of equality
and notion of self-evide-nt truths were
powerful enough to found a bloody
revolution and set the foundation for
an independent state.
Within this newly created state
with a radical system of governance,
said Roche, certain rights were
Honor code sent to Hales for endorsement
Ethic
continued from p. 1
"We've certainly done what we
could to share the information with as
many t . groups as possible," said
StavnezeJfi'lOnce we fthe Committee
had reached the point of, comfort with
talking to groups on campus, getting
the information that we could get, the
next step was for this to go from our
committee to Campus Council. ... So
the idea is ... that Campus Council
supported this motion being forward-
ed to the President, and it's now the
President's position to determine
where it goes from here."
According to Campus Council
member Mike Doerr '08, there were
procedural links missing in the move
from Campus Council to the
President for approval. "The main
problem that I have with the honor
code so far is more of a procedural
problem," Said Doerr. "The Code has
yet to be approved by the faculty, and
it's yet to be approved, or even run by,
the SGA."
"The idea behind the Wooster
Ethic is an important one, and it's
meaningful to a lot of people," said
Stavnezer. Essentially, the idea is for
all of the members of the campus
community to be socially and morally
responsible, and to extend that
responsibility to intervene in behav-
ior that they may also deem socially
immoral," she said.
"We can all say that we're honest,
and we can all say that we're honor-
able, but creating a community that
supports that requires that the com-
munity members support it, and sup
Students parade
tf 1)
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n a demonstration initiated by
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Mights
deemed unalienable and the function
of the government was to insure and
protect such rights. For this reason,
dissent and activism are not just an
option but a requirement of citizens
in order to check the balance of pow-
ers and hold the government account-
able for its actions, he said.
Moskowiti's speech was a critique
of political and public dialogue before
and surrounding the invasion of Iraq
in 2003. He analyzed Congress's abil-
ity to check the power of the
President and how well the media did
in creating a legitimate dialogue over
the issue of pre-empti- ve war. There
were different partisan reasons for
checking the President's power when
he asked for a use of force resolution
from Congress, said Moskowitz, but
those who criticized President Bush's
request for a flexible resolution per-
taining to pre-empti- ve war eventually
succumbed to the political repercus-
sions of potentially losing support
from voters by opposing popular rhet-
oric and voted for the resolution.
The media failed in elucidating the
issue of war in Iraq because main-
stream television programs, newspa-
pers and magazines all believed if
they didn't follow and promote the
agenda-settin- g of the administra-
tion, they would be left in the dark
on other issues of importance leaked
by government officials to deemed
sympathetic media outlets, said
Moskowitz.
He concluded by saying the public
is the "ultimate check," via the elec-
torate, on the government. Whether
truth is in public dialogue and debate
depends on how issues are portrayed
and framed to the public through the
port one another in doing that,"
Stavnezer said.
About the use of the Code, Doerr
said, "I think everybody wants to
have a College of Wooster that is
built on honesty, and trust and aca-
demic ' integrity" li don't know if
college-tutl'unts-.like- ! being told "they
have tl()tliis.iil'd rathpr see pwple
make moral decisions because it's the
good and moral thing to do, and not
because they're afraid that their
friend or the person next to them
might be watching."
According to Stavnezer, who said
she wasn't advised of a formal proce-
dure for the motions, "The idea at this
point is that it wasn't a quorum vote
in the Faculty meeting, it was a straw
vote . . . but there was general support
for it, and there's general support in
Campus Council, so now it goes to
the President's hands from there."
"Our goal with the Wooster Ethic
was to get it into the hands of
Campus Council because Campus
Council has representatives from all
of the different bodies of campus,"
said Stavnezer.
Doerr recognized that the Campus
Council as a body did have an eclec-
tic campus representation. "The
assertion would probably be that
Campus Council would stand for a
collective of stall', administration,
students and faculty," said Doerr,
"But it's not the only source that you
can get those opinions from. That,
and the fact that the ruling was six-to-fo- ur,
shows that there's hardly
unanimity among students and
among faculty."
He added, "With codes such as this
... if it's not recognized by the stu--
in "Shower-In- "
students from Stevenson and
Armington Halls against being asked to shower in the
Physical Education Center while their hot water was turned
off for construction, students marched to the tune of bagpipes
from the quad to the front of the PEC. Residents of Bissman,
Holden and Kenarden Lodge joined in hopes to draw aware-
ness to the showering dilemma (Photo by David Waggoner).
truth in political power
m m
The panel of the second 2005
"speaking truth to power" (Photo
media and the government, said
Mosowitz. i a
Kreuzman's speech pertained to
the meaning of "speaking truth to
power." He began by giving examples
of governments and institutions tak-
ing advantage of power over truth,
referencing ancient Chinese dynas-
ties, the Roman Catholic Church and
Nazism. Kreuzman parsed .the
phrase and explained how the literal
definition of each word is inadequate
when referring to the political obli-
gation of democratic citizens.
When speaking we must have a
rational argument to support a
belief, he said. We must refer to
truth as an incremental progress
within a discourse of others, and we
must not only talk to power, said
Kreuzman, but listen and react.
Power is not a definite entity to con-
front. We must engage others in
rational discourse.
"I hereby join this community with a commit-
ment to the Wooster Ethic upholding academic
and personal integrity and a culture of honesty
and trust in all my academic endeavors, social
interaction. amLofficial businessmf tile. College.
I will submit only my own original work, and
respect others and their property. I will not sup-
port by my actions or inactions the dishonest
acts of others."
Wooster Ethic
as endorsed by Campus Council
dent body as a whole, as a source of
morality, it's not going to do well."
Doerr said he felt that the
Committee did not do enough to
reach out to students aside from the
forums held. "It could have helped
their case ... if they maybe had done
more of those things just to get
more student input in the process. It
affects students. Depending on how
vastly they implement it, it'll proba-
bly affect faculty and administrators,
possibly, as well. It is inconsistent
with their goal of creating a code for
the whole campus, that they really
haven't gone to the whole campus,
they've gone to a select few."
Speaking of the implementation of
the Ethic, Sweeney commented,
"While it's going to be accompanied
by the review of the judicial system,
people shouldn't think of it as some-
thing dropped down from on high."
Because the Wooster Ethic is
pending President Hales' approval,
there is not information available
right now as to what the procedure
for implementing the Ethic will be.
Once the President agrees to
endorse the code, measures will be
taken to decide who will be in charge
fE
Wooster forum addresses
by Caroline Hotra).
After the speeches, the forum held
"Question and Answer" session in
which students and professors
engaged in a multitude of topics
including the obligatory role of stu-
dents in checking power locally and
nationally, whether or not the pursuit
of an ideal is pragmatic, and differ-
ences between Lockean and
Aristotelian conceptualizations of
government.
The 2005 Wooster Forum series is
"Integrity: Local Actions and Global
Reactions." Its focus is the impact of
local decisions on a global communi-
ty and how everyone can help pro-
mote an environment where social
justice and equality take center stage.
The next installment the Integrity
series is on Thursday, Oct. 6 in
McGaw Chapel at 7:30 pm, when
Kavita N. Ramdas will lead a forum
called "Daring to Lead: Women as
Change Agents."
of implementing the code, though
Stavnezer and Doerr both suggested
that the Judicial Review will more
than likely have a hand in that
process, and how that implementa-
tion will move from a written state-
ment to a physical upholding of the
Ethic with regards to the entire cam-
pus community.
When this happens, the phrasing
that will appear in the Scot's Key
"will be turned into a policy," said
Stavnezer. "It makes a lot of sense
for this to happen parallel to or right
alongside with the Judicial Review
process, but that's not set in stone."
"Yes, to some extent there's going
to be a consequence. What that's
going to be, how that all plays out, I
don't know," said Stavnezer, "But it's
very easy for somebody to ... say,
'I'm honorable.' It's a different situa- -.
tion for someone to act upon that,
and that's what we're asking."
Stavnezer said, "The idea is that
this is meant to be an overarching
principle. ... This is just kind of the
thing that binds the concept of
social codes and academic codes
together, and stands atop all of it as
a very basic principle." .
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Lowry should extend
mornings weekend hours
We at the Voice love foqd. In fact we
hold our one weekly meeting in
Lowry over a nice Sunday dinner.
We have noticed this semester,
however, that students' opportunities
to feast on the Lowry cuisine have
been slightly diminished. We are of
course referring to the dining hall
hours, specifically on Sundays and
weekday mornings.
If you have a healthy appetite
before your early class or study ses-
sion, you are required to go to Lowry
and stand in line on the spiral stair-
case until 7:30 a.m. Then when you
finally get inside, you must wait in
line again to get your food. As you
finally sit down to eat you realize that
it is a quarter til eight and you have
to leave.
drinking
Of the many unique aspects of
America, and also one of the most
uncelebrated, is the national drinking
nickweiss
age of 21, a
rather rare reg-
ulation in the
world over. The
legal drinking
age should
most definitely
be lowered, ide-
ally to the age
. 0f 18 a com
mon legal age the world over. In
addition, the drinking age should not
be so rigoroijs! enforced.
On Sundays if you wish to get food
before 1 1a.m., you are going to have
to resort to a small snack at Java and
once again fall victim to a crowd. On
Sunday, students walk upstairs
around 10:30, only to come back
looking disappointed as they trudge
down to a meager Java Hut snack.
Then soon after the line begins to
form on the staircase and eventually
stretches to Lowry's front door.
We humbly suggest the Lowry
hours be extended slightly. Even an
extra 10 or 15 minutes during the
weekdays will give students the nec-
essary time to get a proper breakfast
and not be late for appointments. In
addition, it is logical to have the din-
ing hall open the same time on
Saturday and Sunday, 10:30 a.m.
Logic demands legal
age be lower
would be coming from, namely that
people under 2 1 are not responsible
enough to be drinking. After all,
recent studies such as a 2001 survey
preformed by the University of
Colorado, suggest that among 18-- 20
year olds in a college setting, nearly
56 percent had engaged in binge
drinking, and those kinds of numbers
have been on the rise for years.
Specifically, the biggest increases
began in 1984, coincidentally the
same year that the national drinking
age was raised to 21. The conclu-
sion to be gained from this is
inescapable. Rather than reducing
"There is something definitely wrong with a
country that will let you die for it, but not
drink to it."
The lawmakers of our country
have failed to acknowledge some
obvious truths. A large percentage of
America's youth is drinking underage.
The laws put in place to stop them
are difficult to enforce and the
resources spent on the enforcement of
these laws are bloated and inefficient-
ly put to task.
Many countries around the world
do not have the same regulation as
America, and it is because of this
more relaxed legislation that their
social problems as a result of alcohol
are dramatically less. For example,
Europeans in general have much
fewer drunk driving incidents and
instances of alcohol poisoning.
This can be attributed to the fact
that instead of a culture that tries to
regulate its potential drinking prob-
lems with laws, it stresses responsi-
bility in dealing with alcohol. The
laxity in regulation nullifies the social
incentives (primarily with young
drinkers, early teens) of showing
rebellion to authority, tasting the for-
bidden fruit.
I can see where" the argument
the dangers of alcohol, legislation
has increased them.
Another decision that continues to
puzzle me is the choice to put the
national drinking age at 21, and the
national recruitment age for the
armed forces at 18.
This shows a great gaping problem
in the priorities of American legisla-
ture. There is something definitely
wrong with a country that will let
you die foT it but not drink to it.
As it stands, the modern day
enforcement of drinking age is noth-
ing short of scaled-dow- n prohibition.
Like the outright ban that occurred in
the 20's, the drinking has not
stopped; more dangerous situations
have been created, and the few bene-
fits of the legislation are outweighed
by the repercussions.
Rather than learn from our past mis-
takes however, it seems that America is
content to be mistaken with a smaller
portion of its population.
Nick is a first-yea- r and a regular
columnist. He can be reached for
comment at nweiss09wooster.edu
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Open discussion on ethic is heeded
In a move that might threaten my
habit of plagiarizing articles from
v-
-
T
TllM ll ill!
chrisbeck
other newspa-
pers, Campus
Council recent-
ly passed a gen-
eral statement
regarding the
goal of the
honor code,
which was aptly
namedjfte
Wooster Ethic. The council is cur-
rently awaiting the president's
approval. After presidential approval,
there will be the
small matter of
detailing what the
Wooster Ethic will
actually include
along with the sig-
nificant task of
revising the col- -
leges judicial system.
The statement passed by Campus
Council by a vote of 6-- 4 reads "I
hereby join this community with a
commitment to the Wooster Ethic
upholding academic and personal
integrity and a culture of honesty
and trust in all my academic endeav-
ors, social interactions, and official
business of the College.
I will submit only my own original
work, and respect others and their
property. I will not support by my
actions of inactions the dishonest
acts of others."
It is yet to be determined what spe-
cific policies will be included in the
new honor code so I will reserve
judgment on the Wooster Ethic until
the details are formed. What is clear,
however, is that the process in which
this initial statement regarding the
Wooster Ethic found its way to the
President's des,k was highly prob-
lematic.
Although this will be a policy tthat
students and professors will have to
promote and enforce, neither group
had a sufficient opportunity to pro-
vide input. The Student Government
Association was only approached
once last year and expressed mixed
feelings about the possibility of a
with one-thi- rd of the committee
absent and the neither the majority "of
students or professors on the com-
mittee voting in favor.
The lack of grass roots student
and faculty involvement in the plan-
ning of the Wooster Ethic was a mis-
take that will hopefully not be repeat-
ed when hammering out the details of
the policy. I hope that the administra-
tion will return to SGA and ask for
help in determining what the
Wooster Ethnic should include.
The faculty should also have the
opportunity to continue to discuss
rjii ... . . the matter and take1 ne Wooster htnic was sent to Campus a formal vote. I
Council despite the lack of sufficient input from Pe'tjthpe1 r honor code finds
the students and faculty much less with any its way into the
formal endorsement for its existence."
honor code. The faculty did have an
opportunity to discuss the honor
code at a faculty meeting last semes-
ter,
"but never got to finish their
debate on the matter and could do
little more than take an informal vote
without quorum.'' :
In addition, there was only one
open forum last year with the honor
code committee which left many
questions still unanswered and more
mixed opinions.
The Wooster Ethic was sent to
Campus Council despite the lack of
sufficient input from the students and
faculty, much less with any formal
endorsement for its existence. The
council passed the Wooster Ethic
New budget system gets
low marksfrom Minetti
As many Wooster students are
aware the College has undergone fun-
damental budget changes for this
2005-0- 6 academic year. The system
is an attempt on
r
n
katieminetti
the part of the
College to gain
a greater
understanding
and exercise
more control
over how the
various student
organizations
are spending
their allotted funds.
Under the new arrangement stu-
dent organizations must have a facul-
ty advisor sign off on expenditures of
100 dollars or more.
Many view this new situation as a
good way for students to develop
stronger relationships with their fac-
ulty advisors and for faculty advisors
to become more involved in the day-to-d- ay
processes of the organizations,
but as with any change this proves
more difficult for some organizations.
For those organizations whose faculty
advisors have not been highly
involved in the past the new system
requires more work on the part of
the advisor.
In addition, student leaders who are
accustomed to running their organi-
zations without much input from the
advis tr now have to readjust to a new
manner of management that includes
a greater role for the advisor. In
some cases, student leaders are spend-
ing so much time trying to establish
solid relationships with advisors that
other aspects essential to the organi-
zations success may suffer.
Another change, which has come
into effect under this new budget sys-
tem, is that Campus Council, and
those which are attained by the
organization itself through fund rais-
ing methods, now separate the funds
allotted to organizations into two
groups.
For those organizations whose fund
raising efforts do not raise substantial
amounts of money this is not a large
problem, however for those organiza-
tions who bring in a significant
amount of revenue to assist with
their expenses this becomes more of
a problem because instead of main-
taining just one account treasures
and business managers must maintain
both groups of funds.
This added level of detail in budget
processes runs the risk of increasing
problems with overdrawing accounts
and mismanaged budgets.
While this writer is not trying to
argue that the new budget system
established by the College will fail,
there are several new systems that
are potentially problematic because
they increase the amount of red tape
and bureaucracy, which student lead-
ers have to go through to manage
their budgets.
This is not only frustrating to stu-
dents but dealing with these issues
takes way from time spent on other
organizational needs.
The coming weeks will be an
important and telling time for the
College and its new budget system as
it becomes evident if the new
processes achieve the desired control
and organization of finances for stu-
dent organizations.
Katie is the Business Manager of the
Voice. She can be reached for com-
ment at kminetti woostcr.edu
agenda of the next
faculty meeting?
Since the honor
code" committee was dissolved, it is
up to the administration to hold
additional open forums to both
explain the Wooster Ethic to stu-
dents and gain input"rnto what the
average student believes the honor '
code should be. It is possible tliaf 1
honor code would benefit our college.
However, unless students and faculty
play a major role in shaping the --
Wooster Ethic, it is doubtful that the .
program will have any success at all.
Chris recently got his hair cut. He can
be reached for comment at
check wooster. edu
Sick? Stay at
home, please
As much as I enjoy the spirit of
community and closeness that goes
with a small college like Wooster, I
have to admit that there is one major
drawback to all of this friendly inter-
action; it makes me sick literally.
Everywhere I go people are cough-
ing and sneezing, rubbing their noses
jenniferhillis
and grumbling
about sore
throats.
It's not even
flu season as far
as I know, but
somt'how every-
one managed to
get sick..
To make it
worse, this sniffiing-epidem- ic has hit
just in time for my first college exam
and several papers.
I understand the need to go to
classes and participate in the discus-
sions that this college is so highly
praised for. However, it seems to me
that it would be better to miss a cou-
ple lectures and get the notes from a
classmate than drag yourself in,
choking and wheezing, just to fall
asleep and infect everyone else.
I know that most people do not do
this with malice, they are merely
shuffling through their routine, but
perhaps staying in bed for a couple
days and getting over your cold
would save the rest of us from a sim-
ilar fate.
Some may say I am being overly
dramatic in my assessment of the sit-
uation, and they are entitled to that
opinion.
However I contend that those are
not the people who are struggling to
breathe and think through a pound-
ing sinus headache.
JenTsfeeTihg'much letter howTShe
can be reached for comment at
jhillis09wposter.edu
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The revolution was televised on C-Sp- an
this weekend even though a
woman from the A.N.S.W.E.R. (Act
Now to Stop War and End Racism)
lizmiller
ain't going to be tele-
vised; it's going to be
in our communities."
This past weekend
was marked by an
international cry to
end war, particularly
the war in Iraq.
Demonstrations
were held in D.C., San
Francisco, New York
City and in many
other cities. The revo-
lution was also in
Wooster, OH.
It is nothing short
of revolutionary to me
that, for the first time,
Coalition let me
know via the
same cable
channel that
"the revolution
Illustration by Julia Hendrickson
I sasv a shift both in the climate of
this nation and in this city. Media
' from outside of the U.S. is reporting
that, not only does President Bush
have a 58 percent disapproval rating
in recent polls, but that 60 percent of
Americans disapprove of his war in
Iraq. Amazing.
While the D C. March to End the
War in Iraq drew numbers in the
hundreds of thousands (according to
the Washington Post's Web site),' the
right-win- g "Rally to Support Military
Families" only drew numbers in the
hundreds and counter-protes- ts to the
anti-w- ar rally were small and spread
out with estimated opposition to
Saturday's rally at around 200 people.
Everyone has his or her pet causes.
"Cause-head- s" we often call them:
tree-hugg- ers among the most notori-
ous. Also the animal rights hounds
erikshilling
from PETA, the
numerous boy-cotte- rs,
Free
Mumia j
(remember
that?) T-sh- irt
wearers, and of
course I
remember, in
nly c1ij,00ji
the "Free Willy "-ins- pired "Save the
Whales" campaign. Look at the
annuls of causes celebre and you'll
find it's not a new trend.
I'm not going to complain about
these folks they're fine people,
inspired people, willing to at least get
off their ass. We all want to change
the world. But where should our pri-
orities really be?
The warmongers in this nation either
don't know how to mobilize or aren't
as strong in numbers as I once
thought they were. Finally, voices are
being heard that were heavily-criticize- d
when President Bush's invasion
of Iraq happened (over 911, which
we know now that Iraq had nothing
to do with). These voices are multi--
plying and are present, I would
argue, in most, if not all cities and
small towns across the U.S.
This, past weekend was about
speaking out; it was about recogniz-
ing that the nation was not in favor
of the United States' presence in
Iraq; it was about protest and civil
disobedience.
.
For the first time in a decade, pro-
testers were permitted to march past
the President's executive mansion,
right next to the gate separating
them from the expensively-man- i-
cured lawn.
On Monday when the police arrest-
ed Cindy Sheehan, mother of Pvt.
Casey Sheehan who was killed in Iraq
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The revolution, televised on C-Sp- an
last year, those around chanted "the
world is watching." Sheehan was
charged with protesting without a
permit, which carries with it a rather
insignificant fine. The impact was
amazing.
Seeing images of Sheehan being
carted away reminded me of learning
about the women's suffrage move- -
ment and the
protests and
hunger strikes
that led to this
nation's
upheaval over
granting what
we see now as
a basic civil
liberty.
I don't want
to draw the
too-obvio- us
parallel
between Iraq
and Vietnam,
but take your
imaginations '
there if you
wish and
recall images
you may have
seen in news- -
papers or in history books (depending
on your age) and make connections as
needed.
Perhaps it is a coming-of-ag- e phe-
nomenon, but for the first time this
weekend, seeing all of the media cov-
erage of the distaste for war in Iraq
made me realize that if 60 percent of
all Americans are against war, there
is hope for this country. Even in
Wooster, Ohio. U also made me real-
ize that the masses of this nation can
rise up into revolution.
Liz is the co-edit- or- in-chi- ef of the
Voice and is also a socialist revolu-
tionary. She can be reached at '
millerewooster.edu
"What I'm trying to say is, instead of wasting
our energies on international causes,let's turn
our eyes locally tirst.
I mean, a boycott of Taco Bell is
great I care for those bean grow-
ers in South America as well but
am I going to stop getting drunk and
eating Crunchwrap Supremes? Not a
chance. I mean, I'm sure the Taco
Bell corporation is feeling the heat
and all, but I don't really think a
withdrawal of my $1.79's going to do
it for those farmers. Listen, I buy the
fair trade coffee at Mom's when they
have it too, and I feel good about that,
it's w hat I should do. Because I care
about things like living wages for .
workers, and fair trade among under-
developed countries. Is some farmer
with three kids and wife in Colombia
, ,. i.i KflOUKtl ' -- 'ill
living better because of me? Maybe,
but who really knows.
I'm touched in a political feel-go- od
sort of way that the College dining
services takes coffee farmers' con-
cerns seriously.
But I don't mean to pick on the fair
trade coffee boosters among us.
That's not really what this is about.
What I'm trying to say is, instead of
wasting our energies on international
causes, let's turn our eyes locally first.
Over the summer I worked
mittently at a soup kitchen in
Cleveland's West Side. I'm not saying
this to be self-righte-ous hardly the
point. The point is, if you want to
0
corysmith
- do so.
The College
probably spends more money on
things that are
unnecessary while
micro-managi- ng lit
tielie thingsHu t's thatuidi costum
help out poor humans, you don't need
to look too far.
When you start working there you
feel an urgency to do something all
the time: cook, clean, take out the
' trash. The older worker's know that
all that's not really necessary.
Instead, we would often pour our-
selves coffee and talk to the men, play
spades with them, break up their
arguments. Usually I would sit on the
concrete outside, smoke cigarettes,
and talk to raggedy-lookin- g smokers,
toting rolling papers and Drum
tobacco, many of them high, some
sober, others a little crazy.
But I wouldn't do much of the
talking; I listened mostly because
they wanted someone to indulge
them, and breaking through, develop-
ing a rapport is important. Most of
the homeless never make it out of
their personal rut.
I'm not sure that's the point
pie, every Wednesday, the members of
the Voice staff come to the dungeon
of an office they have to lay out their
pages on computers that were new
back in 1995. Why can't an organiza-
tion have any money for something
that they need, especially when the
paper is considered to be a necessity
on our campus? And what about
keeping one of the College's greatest
traditions kilts, around? Or maybe
the Greeks could get better housing?
All of these things have bejen around
for decades, but it would seem, by a
financial standpoint, that these tradi-
tions are not important at all.
The Wooster Voice
Best thing for America
now is peace and oil
Last Saturday marked a nation-
wide day of protest against the Iraq
War. The largest demonstration took
place in my hometown of
W
alexcacioppo
Washington,
D.C, with
150,000 people
taking part. But
Wooster had a
shindig of its
own, --so I decid-
ed to go to ask
people on their
; thoughts and
what they hoped to accomplish.
On September 24, around 60 or 70
people showed up near the Gazebo at
the intersection of Market and
Liberty (nice symbolism) under the
auspices of Wooster Opposing the
War (WOW) and the larger front
Wayne County Network for
Progressive Democracy (WCNPD),
some of whose members were among
the crowd.
Who were these people? A cast of
characters that ranged, from Sheehan
sympathizers, war veterans, the
recently disillusioned, one lecturing .
professor and, of course, the token
communist. Most were middle-ag- e,
some old. Hardly a handful of young
people had shown up. '
Their call for withdrawal was fairly
muted. "It should be phased out," said
Dave Sears, a WCNPD member.
Wooster geology professor IS.
Lackey cited the war's cost in blood
and treasure, underscoring that we
ought to "start making the motions
to pull out."
The event was purely symbolic, an
opportunity for Wooster residents to
exercise a sacredly held right to voice
dissent. "If we speak loud enough
and if our voices are persistent
enough," one speaker declared, "they
will be heard." "
Yet I saw no sense of nuance. If
we leave Iraq, how do we avoid for-
saking the Iraqi people, consigning
them to carnage and chaos?
Withdrawing seems to be right
because we don't want more of our
own to die, but very soon a painful
question will be posed: our lives or
theirs? The protesters seemed to
adopt a fatalistic way of seeing
things unfold. One rationale was that
we must get out though it may pre-
cipitate civil war by the ensuing
power vacuum because there will be
civil war anyway, or setting a
'timetable' wouldn't let insurgents
"wait us out" because they're doing so
already.
Why not get our troops right
along the Syrian border, end the fail-
ing raids on 'insurgent compounds'
along the Euphrates corridor that
officers continually refer to as futile, .
and just seal it off? Coordinate CIA-train- ed
militias with the Iraqi Army
and get Sunni clerics to persuade
their followers to join in reconstruc-
tion and outlaw the jihadists, who
actually constitute three to five per-
cent of the insurgency.
The national anti-w- ar movements
have grown substantially. Though
opposition to the war has long been a
mainstream position, activism has
greatly broadened out from the dissi-
dents in recent months, notably
among military families and the like-
wise disillusioned.
The best end-ga- me now is a stable
Iraq that is democratic enough to let
us exploit its bountiful oil and can
manage its own security, our troops
back home earning the respect and
honor they deserve for all the shit we
put them through.
This is Alex's first column. He can
reached at acacioppowooster.edu
Local poverty more pressing concern than coffee beans
though. We can't control their deci-
sions, we can only offer them help and
refuse to pity them for their mistakes.
The devastation o Hurricane
Katrina in New Orleans laid naked
our country s inner city poverty
problem, which has only been getting
worse in recent years. However, we
need to not think of this as only a
New Orleans problem, or as only a
problem of the South, of as only a
problem of the inner city.
We need to think about poverty as
an everywhere problem, from
Wooster to Montana. And we need
to help people for the short-ter- m,
through volunteer work and the
like, as well as urging for a long-ter-m
solution. Call me a cause-hea- d
if you will.
Erik lives across the hall from Chris
Beck He can be reached at
eshiIlingwooster.edu
ijgffBsrefftEggnap Reckless spending: a causefor concern
SGA hosts conference
To the editors:
Your Student Government
Association (SGA) in partnership
with The Student Activities Office at
Wooster have put together an On-Cani- pus
Leadership Conference for
all the student organizations on this
campus.
The purpose of this conference is
to provide a constructive and positive
learning environment for all the stu-
dent organizations on the College of
Wooster campus.
The objective of the conference is
to strengthen student organizations
through a series of workshops that
address some of the details neces-
sary to run an effective student
organization.
This Conference will consist of
seven workshops that take place on
Tuesday evenings over a three-wee- k
peruxl. That is, Tuesdays Oct 4, 1 1,
and 1 8. The Conference starts at
7:00p.m. and ends at 8:30p.m.
Each workshop will be accompa-
nied by a presenter, which includes
the following: Web design: Peter
James, the College's Webmaster;
Campus Resources: Bob Rwlda,
Directory of Iwry Center and
Student Activities; Recruiting:
Carolyn Buxton, Senior Associate
Dean of Students; Policies: Bob
Rcxlda, Directory of Lowry Center
and Student Activities; Event
Planning: Dottie Collura, Assistant
Direct of Student Activities; and
Publicity: Kate Leishman,
Administrative Intern for Lowry
Center. If your organization is inter-
ested in participating, please send
Mike Prohaska (mprohaskawoost-er.edu- )
the following information as
soon as possible, l) Your organiza-
tion's official name;
2) A list of your group members'
names that are attending the work-
shops and;
8) The specific workshop(s) that
the group's representatives are plan-
ning to attend during the course of
the entire Conference.
In addition, I would like to clarify
three things:
1) Your group's representatives
ARE allowed to represent more than
one group. Therefore, it is important
that your representatives sign-i- n
according to each group that they are
representing.
2) Even if your group is not signed
up for the Conference (through me),
your group is still allowed to send
representatives. There will also be a
blank sign-u- p sheet for your group
and group's representative(s).
3) Three door prizes ($25 gift cer-
tificate to Best Buy, Staples or the
Wilson Bookstore) will be given out
to three different student groups at
the ConferenVe wrap-u- p. We strongly
encourage your representatives to
stay until the end.
Mike Prohaska
S(i.
. . l oident
Money is a worry of nearly every
student at the College. The way that
students spend money is very com-
parable to the way money works in
society. Some
use their credit
cards to pur-
chase things
they may not
need, while
others cut back
when resources
require us to
"Don't assume that the College will help your
organization when it reaches crisis. You must
little money (compar- - tae
.
action to. makei sure that. 1 'ait can survive, no
atively) in order to
save some extra
scratch. The first
matter what financial choices the College
decides to make."
thing that comes to mind when I
think of reckless spending on the
part of the College is Party on the
Green. While I do understand the
value of having an event such as
Party on the Green (students com-
plain daily about a lack of things to
do in Wooster, and it's nice for the
College to provide an activity for
these students), spending in excess of
$20,000 to bring some washed-u- p
bands to campus seems, well, pretty
stupid to me.
However, this column is not put
forth to point fingers at any one
group for spending lots of money on
what they see as necessary. For exam- -
However, just try mentioning the
abolishment of these time-honor- ed
traditions, and you'll quickly find
that they won't go by the wayside so
easily.
The College should stop figuring
out how to spend money as they go,
and start spending money with the
future in mind. Rather than wait for
the Voice computers to break or for
the members of the band to march
on the field in remnants of an old
uniform, there should be planning.
As we've seen in New Orleans and
Texas, it's much easier to deal with
problems when one plans ahead
rather than when they wait for the
crisis to strike.
The College should request that all
organizations that need funding pres-
ent a five-ye- ar plan for money they
may request, and these plans should
be set into motion so that their imple-
mentation is facilitated. Furthermore,
College-sponsor- ed groups that are in
crisis should be compensated first, so
that their problems do not worsen.
For example, if the Voice needs new
computers, they should get them, and
present a plan to replace those com-
puters down the road.
Perhaps the problem lies in the
fact that students are only at the
College for four
years. Because of
this fact, prob-
lems fall to the
wayside as stu-
dents leave. I am
not suggesting
,
that students at
the College stay for more than four
years, but the implementation of
five-ye- ar plans for funding could
prevent new students from not real-
izing that problems they can help
exist in organizations in which they
participate.
Don't assume that the College will
help your organization when it reach-
es crisis. You must take action to
make sure that it can survive, no mat-
ter w hat financial choices the College
decides to make.
Cory is a financial genius and the
managing editor. He can be reached
for comment at csmith2wooster.edu.
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Room service, please
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Karin Johnson
Voice Staff Writer -
It's half past midnight, you're two
paragraphs into that 10-pa- ger due
tomorrow, and there's no gas in your car
(not that you can afford to fill your tank
in the first place). Even worse, you're
starving. Everyone knows the feeling.
Luckily, next time you find yourself in a
similar plight, you have somewhere to
turn besides KD's delivery.
Wooster students now have a new
alternative for their snack needs on
campus. MunchiesExpress.com is com-
ing to the rescue of students that have
needs for food or Red Bull at later hours
of the evening witli a little perk: it's
delivered to your room or the library!
Considering the not-so-wonde- rful
weather we can have here in Wooster,
the people of Munchies Express have
decided that Wooster students need an
option other than trekking to Mom's or
taking a ride to pick up some Ramen at
Wal-Ma- rt.
The creators also considered that stu-
dents want more options than Ramen
and delivery pizza when they get the
muncliies, so they offer a variety of
items to choose from.ul'"'
Products include fixid .in four differ-
ent categories: chips and dip, drinks,
snacks and microwaveable items. If
you're feeling festive you can order a
bag of Tostitos chips and salsa; if you
need a caffeine boost, Red Bull and
Starbucks Frappuccinos are available.
There are also some options that can.
fulfill a larger craving such as Hot
Pockets and Easy Mac. Some top sellers
so far include Red Bull, chips and other hours increases.
Dating in thefast lane
Gillian Helwiq
Voice Staff Writer
Three minutes. Thirty college
singles. One goal: to make
Late Night matches out of
some of Wooster's most elligi-bl- e
singles. This local take on
an older tradition is the first in
what may be an ongoing
series of solutions to Friday
Night blues.
In college, it's hard to define dating.
The dinner-and-a-mo- vie formula of the
past has gone out the window, in lieu of
blurry mutual agreements to "hang out
sometime" or hazy proixwals to "meet
up later tonight." The vagueness of
these plans often make it difficult to get
to know someone beyond a superficial
level or meet someone new in a time
where fewer people are making a con-
scious effort to hang out one on one.
SxH.'d dating is one of the ways peo-
ple are combating the shift away from
traditional dating while complying with
the current trend of fast, on-the-- go
lifestyles. At the event, men and women
are paired, talk to someone for a short
time (usually between three and 10 min-
utes), then rotate to the next person. If
they feel compatible with anyone, they
mark it on a card as they move around
the room. At the end of the date, they
turn the cards into the event coordina-
tors, who Uxik for mutual interests and
later notify participants.
According to Web sites such as
cyberparent.com and alxHit.com, the
concept was created in the Jewish com-
munity to help Jewish singles meet
potential matches. The activity has
grown in popularity to the point where
Wooster is now offering sxfd dating to
students. The first dating event of the
year was held last Friday, Sept. 23.
"It was first offered during
T T"
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Goldfish crackers.
Wooster students who do not have
any wheels to take them around the
town have more options now than just
going hungry. Lindsey Currin '07, who
has used the service, says that her deliv-
ery was really fast and believes that "it
lets students who don't have cars... get
snacks and stuff that they need."
To make an order log onto
www.MunchiesExpress.com and select
the items you wish to have delivered to
your room. Payment can be made with a
Visa or MasterCard credit card online
or payment can be made in cash.
Munchies Express ensures that the sys-
tem is secure and that your privacy will
be respected. They are a part of 'Yahoo!
Stores" and a privacy policy is available
bn the Web site.
It is the goal of Munchies Express to
deliver your order within 15 to 30 min-
utes. Under rare circumstances it will
arrive later than 30 minutes due to
uncontrollable factors. They guarantee
that it will be there within the hour or
the order is on them. Delivery is free of
charge. At this point delivery is only
open to Wooster students who live on
campus; no orders will be filled if they
are off campus. ,
.
Emily Grace, Frost '07, thinks that
Wooster students will use the service
and that "it's definitely convenient and
gives you more options rather than
going to Mom's or for fast food. It's also
open pretty late."
Hours are from Sunday to Thursday
from 8 p.m. to l a.m. and Friday and
Saturday from 8 p.m. to 2:30 a.m. These
are subject to change if the demand for
Valentine's, day last year," said Late
Night Activities Coordinator Kate
Leishman. "Thirty people were able to
participate this time. Last year we had
about 36."
She said that in Wooster's version of
speed dating, each couple talks for only
three minutes. Although this may not
seem like enough time to decide if
you're compatible with someone, the
philosophy behind speed dating argues
that it is.
According to an encyclopedia article
about speed dating on Wikipedia.org,
"Supporters argue that speed dating
simply saves time, as most people decide
if they are romantically compatible
very quickly, and first impressions are
usually permanent." The article also
says, however, that critics of speed dat-
ing say it promotes only superficial
decisions based on physical appearance
and extroversion.
Regardless of this critique, Leishman
said that there were around 15 potential
matches of. daters on Friday. She will
be notifying the participants this week.
Making romantic connections was
not the only benefit of attending,
according to one speed dater, who par-
ticipated with a group of friends. "It's a
great way to meet new people," she said.
"I would recommend it."
Not all of the daters were as satisfied.
"After it ... I felt like it was a really weird
experience I had just got done with,"
said one of the male participants. "It
was just an experience that I probably
won't do again."
Despite the dissatisfaction of some,
Leishman will hold speed dating again
in the spring. She added that there was
so much interest in Friday's event that a
waiting list was formed.
"1 lopefully we will be able to accom-
modate many more people, and some
LGBT students will want to partici-
pate," she said. "Students should keep
their eyes peeled, it may come around
again soon!"
Beer, respitefrom the daily grindfound
Melissa Simmelink.
Features Editor
Crossing the threshold into the Olde
Jaol, located just a few blocks from cam-
pus, the stress of college life smoothly
fades away and any troubles are easily
forgotten. The bustling, rustic atmos-
phere heartily invites students and
other patrons to relax and enjoy a break
from reality.
Nestled in the heart of downtown
Wooster, the Olde Jaol Tavern and
Brewing Company is fittingly situated
across from the Wayne County
Municipal Court at 215 N. Walnut
Street. Rich in history, the Olde Jaol
occupies a renovated carriage house
from the 1800s, at which time it was
part of an authentic jail complex.
The jail was stated to be the finest of
its kind when it was built," said John
Odenkirk, a staff member at the restau-
rant and the establishment's respected
history buff. According to Odenkirk,
the jail was initially constructed in 1865
and is legendary for being the location
of the last legal hanging in Ohio. The
1 885 hanging was recognized as a mon-
umental event as it drew immense
attention from surrounding areas; tick-
ets were sold and the historic day was
deemed Black Friday.
During the passing years the carriage
house evolved into the local .sheriff's
garage in the '70s, and finally became a
modern restaurant thriving within the
walls of history.
"We took over in 1995 and really
brought it to life," said Odenkirk. Since
then, the restaurant has established
itself as a local landmark and is cur-
rently proud to be celebrating its 10th
anniversary in business.
At first glance, the restaurant does
not allude to the historical transforma-
tions it has undergone. The red brick
structure is accented with an evergreen
awning and decorative wooden panels
trimmed in red to complement the
brick. The warjith of fhe Olde Jaol
exudes from the exterior, and the dimly
lit inside welcomes patrons with arti-
facts and trophy deer mounts adorning
the walls. Smiling faces and laughter fill
Cara Lawry
Voice StaftWriter
Statistics say that thereare 14 mil-
lion children considered "at risk" in
our country. With 500 agencies across
the fifty states, it is comforting to
know that there is at least one organi-
zation addressing this issue. The Big
Brothers Big Sisters Organization as
served children through companion-
ship every year since 1904 when it was
founded.
In 2004, 225,000 children between
the ages of five and 18 were paired
w TTy--
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the booths, tables and bar, and an atten- - located adjacent to the main dining
tive hostess seats the patrons as they room. Decorated with vibrant plants
enter. and umbrellas scattered in the ox'n air
The menu at the Olde Jaol is moder-- section, patio seating is in high demand
ately priced with generous portions, during accommodating weather. The
The menu consists of a Munchie patio here stays open until it's frigid
Madness appetizer menu boasting of a
spectacular spinach artichoke dip, Bail
Burgers and Sandwich Sentencing spot-
lighting an array of sandwich specials
ranging from $5 to $7 and all served
with baked beans, Hearty Soups and
Bountiful Salads, complete with a Cell
Block combo option, an extensive-entre- e
and pasta selection priced
between $8.59 and $14.99, and is com-
plete with a list of low carb choices.
Two classic featured items on the menu
are the Cajun Shrimp Alfredo for $9.99,
which consists of penne pasta tossed in
a rich and creamy alfredo sauce topped
with Cajun shrimp and the Nuthouse
Burger for $5.99 which is made with a
chargrilled eight ounce patty and
topped with American cfyeqse, coleslaw
and cashews.
In addition to the dining experience
and extensive menu, a unique and pop-
ular feature to the Olde Jaol is the patio
Since her freshman year, Keen has
been volunteering in the Wooster area
with different organizations, such as
the YMCA, but last summer was dif-
ferent because she spent her time in
Wooster, as opposed to returning
home. She decided to call the BBBS to
see how she could help after seeing a
commercial on television. She was
paired with a seven year-ol-d girl from
downtown Wooster.
BBBS implements a very critical
background analysis and screening.
Keen took part in two interviews and
a full background check. Not only
outside," said Holly GiaiKjue, a waitress
and bartender at the Olde Jaol who is a
local to the area. The outdoor setting is
relaxed and casual, and perfect for stag- -
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Located in downtown Wooster, the Olde Jaol welcomes stu-
dents with excellent food, great service and live entertain-
ment (Photo by Mac Buehler).
ing the bands that perform at the
restaurant on Wednesday arid Friday
nights.
This coming Wednesday, Oct. 5,
Colin Dussault's Blues Project from
Cleveland is scheduled to perform at the
Olde Jaol. The event is expected to
draw a large crowd, and fans of the har-
monic driven, blues-bas- ed band are
encouraged to arrive early.
No dress code is enforced, and the
.
Olde Jaol is open for business Monday
through Thursday between 1 1 a.m. and .
12 a.m. and on Friday and Saturday
between 1 1 a.m. and 1 a.m. The Olde
i. i-i-- .i. : . '...Jaol is truly an enriching dining experi-
ence and is a unique lcgund best
described by Giauque as "full of history
as well as fun times."
COW student honored as Wayne
County's Big Sister of the Year
V
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Sarah Keen '06 was recently honored by the Big Brother Big
Sister organization as Wayne County's Big Sister of the
Year. Keen has been active within the Wooster community
since her freshman year (Photo by Mac Buehler).
with a Big Sister or Big Brother. One
of those children lives in Wooster,
Ohio, not far from campus. She was
paired with Sarah Keen '06, who has
been awarded the Wayne County Big
Sister of the Year.
that, but "the BBBS also docs a back-
ground check on who you live with,
just as a precaution. The main reason
for this is because once six months has
passed they are very hands-of- f. You
make arrangements directly with your
Little Sister and they are allowed to
sleep over and everything."
Becoming part ofa young person's
life is a very important commitment
that everyone involved takes very seri-
ously. Keen said, "It's stressful
because it requires a long-ter- m com-
mitment. They require at least a year.
It was also challenging to communi-
cate with my Little Sister because I
had to try to get a hold of her mom,
which wasn't always easy."
Despite the procedural difficulty,
Keen was very glad to be part of the
program. She said, "There's a lot of
unmatched kids, especially boys, who
have signed up, who want a Big
Brother or Sister. Some of them have
been on the list for years." She
explained that sometimes there is a
family w ith multiple kids and only one
will get a Big Brother, while the other
won't, because there is a lack of volun-
teer.
A study done by PublicPrivate
Ventures reports that children who
have Big Brothers or Sisters through
this program are 46 percent less likely
.
to abuse drugs, 27 percent less likely
to consume alcohol and 52 percent
less likely to skip school.
Keen said the mother, in a single-pare- nj
home, is most concerned with
maintaining an emphasis on academics
with her seven year-ol- d. She asked if
Keen could try to show her around the
campus, as now she often takes her
Little Sister to the Wooster library.
The mother wants to make sure that
her daughter grows up "wanting to go
to college," Keen said. In addition to
remaining on campus, Keen and her
Little Sister enjoy going to the ct
store to look at all the animals and
sometimes they go out to eat.
In order to continue making differ-
ences in children's lives, volunteers are
needed, and they are definitely needed
in the Wooster area. In order to
become a Big Brother or Sister, call
the office in New Philadelphia at (330)
364-38- 00 or log onto www.bbbsa.org
for more information.
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Professor explores end
Katie Bourque
Voice Staff Writer
A new play by Shirley Huston-Findle- y,
assistant professor of theater,
will receive a staged reading in
Shoolroy Theatre next weekend. "In
Memory of Me" explores the power-
ful choices people face at the end of
their lives.
Huston-Findle- y's inspiration for the
play came from two years of work at
Sunrise Assisted Living, a residential
.
community for seniors in Wooster. At
Sunrise, Huston-Findle- y has been
researching how the elderly and the
arts are interrelated through the
TimeSlips Project
(www.tinieslips.org).
TimeSlips was developed by Anne
Basting, director of the Center on Age
and Conimunity and an associate pro-
fessor in the department of theater
and dance at the Peck School of the
! Arts, University of Wisconsin-Milwauke- e.
Through TimeSlips, facil- -.
itators provide photo images to ind-
ividuals with dementia, who use those
. images to create their own stories.
"The idea of the project is to learn
'
about the ways storytelling empowers
those that are losing their memory,"
Huston-Findle- y said.
Moved by this form of creative
expression, Findley began to work
.
with Sunrise resident Helen Osgood, a
former education and history profes-
sor at the College of Wooster. The
protagonist of the play, Ruth, is based
.Voice
Arts
Esoteric online cartoon now anthologized in print
A sampling from "Toothpaste for Dinner," which started as an
online cartoon (Illustration courtesy of American Press).
Liz Miller
Editor-in-Chi- ef
When I told a friend I was about to
review a book that is being called the
"greatest hits" of online cartoon
"Toothpaste For Dinner," her
response was "Who told YOU about
Toothpaste for Dinner?"
"Hipsters, Hamsters and Other
Pressing Issues" are the topic of the
Murderball
Film Showing
92.9 and 930
8 p.m.
WAC will sponsor two showings of
this 2(K).ri documentary. The movie
tells the story of quadriplegics who
compete in wheelchair rugby, earning
the right to compete at the Athens
Paralympic games. The showing will
le held in-M"at- eer ' 4 "'
Below The Belt
930
8 p.m.
The Chamlxr Theater Players will
Ik-- performing their three-ma- n come-
dy tonight in Shoolroy Theater.
Emeritus German professor Richard
Figge stars. Tickets are available at
the Lowry Information Desk for $2.
Shakespeare Festival
930 and 101
7:30 p.m.
The University of Akron and
Wayne College present Shenandoah
Shakespeare's Blackfriars Stage
Company in productions of "Much
Ado About Nothing" and "Richard
III" Friday night, "Much Ado" will
apjH'ar onstage at Wayne College's
Boyer Gymnasium in Orville, followed
Saturday night by "Richard." Tickets
are available locally at Buehlar's.
on Osgood. Osgood passed away in
May, and the play is dedicated to her
memory.
"I never really knew Osgood,"
Findley said. "I portray her as the cau-
tious, the empowered, and the insight-
ful woman that I met, but this is not
the person that many people know."
In the play, Ruth is a resident at an
Shirley Huston-Findle- y meets with Mimi Lewellen, who will be
appearing in the staged reading of Huston-Findley- 's new play
(Photo by Caroline Hotra).
assisted- - living facility who, with the
help of another resident, Jane, strug-
gles to cope with the onset of
dementia.
The cast includes both students and
Wooster community members, which
is unusual for a theater department
production at the College. The idea of
involving community members in the
dESi' oysvf nsensncsr? (ion muim
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hard copy anthology of over 200
comics from the online phenomenon
"Toothpaste for Dinner."
Make assumptions at your own
will about where my friend fits into
that picture.
The cartoons, drawn by a
Columbus, OH, author only known
as "Drew," take jabs at the pressing
aforementioned issues and at things
such as politics, flatulence, Canada
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
Movie Screening
101
10 a.m.
Fill 'er Up Cafe, located in down-
town Wooster, will show all three
,
Ninja Turtles movies on their 18 foot
screen this Saturday, starting at 10
a.m. Pizza will be available by the slice
for lunch. Cowabunga.
WAC Comedian
103
10 p.m.
Roy Wood, Jr., a comedian based in
Birmingham, Ala., will be appearing at
the Underground Monday night. He
has appeared on "It's Showtime at the
Apollo" and BET's "Comic View," and
was a finalist in Comedy Central's
"Laugh Riots Competition." His Web
.site encourages his audiences to
"laugh until rthey puke."
Community Drum Circle
108
8 p.m. .
The Global Rhythm Tour and WAC
invite Wooster students and their fam-
ilies to "celebrate the spirit of drum-
ming." An expert facilitator will lead
drummers of all levels of experience
in a community drum circle on the
Lowry Back Patio. Bring hand percus-
sion instruments if you have them.
of life issues in play
production emerged during Huston-Findley- 's
recent leave in New York
City. In New York, Huston-Findle- y
worked with an intergenerational the-
ater company called "Roots and
Branches." The group includes local
seniors and students frpm NYU who
work together to improvise stories,
which they eventually use to create a
f " nmmmmmr
staged play.
Huston-Findle- y was inspired by
this experience to expand her casting
beyond the Wooster student body.
Ruth is played by Karen Wood, a com-
munity member; Jane is played by'
Mimi Lewellen, a former staff mem-
ber; and Eli, another resident of the
"facility, is played by Peter Havholm,
and college. Though they are slight-
ly reminiscent of the artwork of
explodingdog.com (or perhaps, a
witty and slightly cynical five-ye- ar
old) they appeal to a very specific
audience that must also be privy to
the. subject matter,'K-- '
What4ibtrat-al'8tudertt';hB!-
m't
participated a pickup game of "yell
at hipsters," hissing "hipsterrr!" at
the tight-pan- t, no-name-b- and t-shirt-- wearing,
white-belt- ed Earth-shoe-sporti- ng
hipster once upon a
Friday night along Beall Ave. or else-"whe- re
iri the universe?
What college newspaper editor-in-chi- ef
(no names, please) with a terri-
ble sense of humor hasn't laughed at
the following joke: "Why didn't Bach
go to the movies? Because he was
Crikey! "Crocs"
They've appeared on campus with the swiftness and abun
dance of a biblical swarm of
comfortable and slip-resista- nt grip and refusing to let go.
Crocs were first manufactured in 2002, intended by their
Colorado-base- d manufacturer to function as a boatingout
door shoe, according to
(www.crocs.com). While the
eral models, the basic Croc design includes an optional
heel strap, ventilation holes
resistant sole. At about $30 to $40 a pair, the shoes are
sized for both men aYid women. Alison Rogers '08, who
recently acquired a pair of bright yellow Crocs, claims her
"squishy" Crocs are the most comfortable shoes she's ever
worn. Comfortable, yes, but fashionable? Not according to
Rogers, who thinks the shoes are "ugly as sin" (Photo by
Andy Maloney).
professor of English.
Student cast members in "In
Memory of Me" include Eva Bernard
'07, Heather Summers '08, Sarah
Engdahl '08, Patrick Midgley '07,
Michael Stratton '06, Stephen Bassett
'06, Stephanie Genda '08 and Caroline
Fremont '08.
A staged reading is a critical step in
the creative process for a playwright.
According to Huston-Findle- y, ,a
staged reading is "the opportunity for
me as the playwright to hear my script
and get feedback from a live audience
before adding all the bells and whis-
tles of a full production."
"After each performance," she said,
"the audience will be able to talk to
myself, New York Director David
Schechter, and a representative from
the Alzheimer's Association."
"In Memory of Me" will beeper-form- ed
on Oct. 7 and 8 at 8:15 p.m. in
Shoolroy Theatre, the blackbox the-
ater located in Freedlander.
Reservations are recommended as
space in the theater is limited. Call
330-263-22- 41 for tickets. The box
office is open from noon to 2 p.m. and
4 to 6 p.m. starting Oct. 3.
Admission to the performance is
free; however, audience members will
have the opportunity to donate to the
Greater East Ohio Alzheimer's
Association in Osgood's memory.
Those unable to attend can still send
donations to The Great East Ohio
Area Alzheimer's Association, 4815
Munson St. NW, Canton, Ohio, 44718.
baroque!" only to realize how lame
she is for doing so?
OK, perhaps the experiences in
this cartoon aren't universal and I
am doing a damn poor job at justify-
ing why this rudimentary "art" is so
appealing to a person pursuing a
Bachelor's degree at an institution of
, higher education such as the illustri-
ous College of Wooster.
Check it out for yourself at tooth- -
pastefordinner.com and buy the book
if you're compelled.
Or look at my copy if you're bro-
ker than a copy machine in the Wrired
Scot.
Please, just don't ask me why I
wasted over three hundred words of
text and many hours of browsing
the Web site. What, you don't know?
craze on campus
locusts, taking our feet in their
the company's Web site
company has introduced sev'
in the toe and a sturdy, slip
Bye-by- e babies
So, has anyone seen this show,
"Rugrats: All Grown Up"?
Apparently, it has been on since 2003,
but I just stumbled upon it last
Saturday morning.
Umm, what?
"Rugrats" first aired in 1991, when
I was seven and
Saturday morning
cartoons were the
most important
thing that hap-
pened all week.
elizabethweiss My sister and I ,
named two of our
cats Phil and Lil. We learned about
our Jewish heritage from the
Passover and Hannukah episodes
(Maccababies, anyone?) My dad
watched with us and explained that
the show worked on many levels. It
was a fine cartoon.
But "All Grown Up?"
I guess when a show about babies
has been on for 12 years, its creator's
are bound to get a little antsy. I met a
baby this summer, and while she was
an absolutely adorable baby, I
thought she would be even neater if
she could learn how to talk. That's
the way of the world. Little people
get bigger and smarter and learn
how to drive and go to college. But
Tommy, Chuckie, Phil and Lil were
always babies. That was their thing.
I don't know how I feel about this
"All Grown Up" business.
What if Bart Simpson grew up?
Or what if Bobby, from "Bobby's
World," suddenly reappeared, with
sideburns and stubble and a cigar
dangling from his lips? What if
Doug Funnie and Patti Mayonnaise
had sex? Ew, right? We want to sus-
pend them in glorious preadolescent
awkwardness forever.
So maybe the rugrats from
"Rugrats" just ought to remain
rugrats.
Perhaps my discomfort with. "All
Grown Up" has to do with the fact '
that Carly Blaine is in eighth grade.
You don'r khoU'Carlyr But I do: Atfd
1 1 did when she was Mark. Blaine's
funny little sister, the one who could
sing. And now Mark can drive, and
Carly is 14, and I'm about to gradu-
ate from college.
Yikes.
The nice thing about animated tel-
evision is that it isn't real. In
Cartoonland, ponies can talk, and
gnomes ride on foxes, and Garfield
can ship Nermal off to Abu Dhabi
without any real consequences. In
Cartoonland, people don't grow up
and get married and pay income
taxes and go bald.
I, at age 21, have a gray hair. At
least five of my friends are engaged,
and lots more expect to get engaged
in the near future. This summer, a
girl I went to high school with IMed
another girl I went to high school
with to inform her that she had
recently given birth. Can I really be
old enough for such major life
events? (More importantly, can news
of such major life events really be
transmitted via instant messanger?)
Amidst all this chaos, Cartoonland
is a source of solace via stasis. So
what do I do with cartoon babies who
turn into preteens with a few easy
strokes of an animator's brush?
Maybe it's something I just need to
accept. After all, "All Grown Up" was
not created for me. The show had
been on for two whole years before I
even noticed it. I am not part of the
cartoon watching demographic any-
more. I should leave Phil, Lil,
Tommy and Chuckie to the next gen-
eration.
But I just can't. The babies I met
in 199 1 are now 1 1. (TV time is
funny like that I should be grateful
that they're not 14.) The baby I met
this summer will be 1 1 in 2015. And
the babies I meet in 2010 or 2015 or
whatever year it is when I have
babies will be 1 1 some day. The for-
mer baby could babysit the latter
babies.
And that makes me a bit nervous.
I guess I will continue to retreat
into Cartoonland every now and
then. I will enjoy reruns of early 90s
cartoons, and occasionally dabble in
something clever and contemporary,
like The Fairly OddParents" or
"Recess." But I will avoid "Rugrats:
All Grown L'p," and its insistence on
messing with my sense of cartoon-- y
un-tim- e. As far as I'm concerned,
those babies will always be babies.
And that's what I like about them.
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Men's soccer looks to rebound after
Johann Weber
Voice Staff Writer
Saturday proved a painful day for the
previously undefeated and nationally
ranked Men's soccer team (4-1-- 2),. as
'
.
they fell l-- o' to the Oberlin College
Yeomen (4-4--1) in their first conference
game this season, marking Oberlin's first
victory against Wooster in six years.
Oberlin found success in keeping for-
ward Brian Conaway '06 out of goal
range, with no less than two players
blocking Conaway throughout uWhole
game, which allowed Conaway only
three attempts on the goal. Wooster had
several opportunities to score, but the
Yeomen defense blocked each of them,
scoring only once thanks to an opening
on the left side of the field, whereupon
Yeomen player Samuel Zackheim outran
the Scots' defenders to the goal, and
kicked the ball straight to the upper left
. corner of the net, just out of reach of
Scots' Goalie David Treleven '06.
Midfielder Tyler Bosch '06 was the
closest player to a goal making it all the
way to the top of the box with ten sec-
onds left, when an Oberlin player literal-
ly tackled him, yet no penalty kick was
awarded, surprising both teams.
The Oberlin coaching staff after the
match was dumbfounded how that play
One wild marathon
Chris Sweeney
Sports Editor
All people can remember last year
in the month of August is every
sports writer on ESPN would moan
about how baseball is no fun to
watch and how all the games are
meaningless in ' the month . of
August.
Not this year.
This year' is much different, start-
ing in the- - intense fight for the
National League (NL) wild card.
Since August, five teams were sepa-
rated by a margin of three to four
games and remained that way ever
since. The four ..runner-up- s to
Atlanta,' who 'clinched J their- - four-
teenth itiaighit division-title- , have to
battle out with the only other rele-
vant team in the NL central the
Houston Astros.
Whoever loses this race is going
to be pissed at the NL west champ
who will most likely make the play-
offs with a sub .500 record. New
York Mets, Washington and Florida
fans are already griping about how
the NL west champ will finish with
a worse record then all three of
them and the season isn't even over
yet. Still, San Diego is in the lead
and they only have 78 wins to
Washington's (the 5th place team in
the NL East) 80. All San Diego
needs to do to squeak into the play-
offs is defeat San Francisco when
they play on Wednesday night seal-
ing up an NL west title.
Houston and Philadelphia are still
battling it but for the NL wild card,
but a combination of three Houston
wins and Philadelphia losses wjll
seal the deal for the Astros.
Over in the American League
(AL), the Los Angeles Angels of
Anaheim shockingly clinched their
division before the Chicago White
Sox, who looked like they would run
away with their division when they
had a 15-ga- me lead in August.
Volleyball dominates as
Michelle Erickson
Sports Editor
The College of Wooster volleyball
team entered the week hoping to add to
a five game winning streak when they
faced nationally ranked Ohio Northern
on Thursday evening. The Scots could
not pull out a victory against the visit-
ing Polar Bears as they were defeated by
scores of 28-3- 0, 19-3- 0 and 17-3- 0. The
team bounced back however and swept
through their two Saturday afternoon
matches including their first conference
victory of the season against Kenyon.
In the later game on Saturday they
swept past Marietta College (OH.) to
improve to 15-- 3 on the season.
Wooster headed into the match
against Ohio Northern looking to upset
the 12th ranked team in the nation.
However after a closely contested first
game in which the Scots fell 28-3- 0,
Wooster had lead throughout much of
the match but were unable to complete
the deal. Ohio Northern then continued
on to sweep past the Scots to improve to
10
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Relax.the NCAC title is not out
after their narrow 0-- 1 loss to Oberlin (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz).
did not warrant a foul in the referee's
mind, said midfielder Steve Schott '07.
The game was a painful loss for the
Unfortunately they are from
Chicago, and any Chicago Cubs or
White Sox fan will tell you that
their teams are known for historic
chokes.
Then there are those Cleveland
Indians; where did they come from?
One month they are 15 games out of
the division and overlooked left and
right by all those Yanks and Red Sox
fans that think the wild card exclu-
sively belongs to them so they can
renew their seemingly annual
rematch in the American League
Championship Series (ALCS).
All of a sudden Minnesota gets
hit with the injury bug, the White
Sox choke, the Red Sox discover
"that -- without" Curt Schilling 1 they
- have no- - pitching whatsoever,--an- d
the Yanks finally realize they over-
paid for pitching without checking
to see if they have the health to
actually pitch during the season.
Add them all together and you have
the Indians closing in on the White
Sox for a division title and looking
like the attractive pick for the wild
card, until they lost two straight,
one to Kansas City and the other to
Tampa Bay.
With five games left, any three of
the White Sox, Indians, Red Sox,
and Yankees could be in the play-
offs. The Yanks and Sox are at a
disadvantage for the wild card
because one team is assured at least
two more losses in the final three
game series they play with one
another in Boston. So if the Indians
can finish off Tampa Bay and take
one from Chicago, it should be
enough to get them into the play-
offs as the wild card.
But don't count out the fact that
the Indians could sweep Chicago in
their finale at Jacobs Field and take
the division crown or that the Yanks
and Sox out muster the Indians for
the wild card. In the end when the
dust is cleared, it should be one wild
finish to an amazing race.
10-- 5 on their season. Leading the team
throughout the match was Carolyn
Ciriegio '08 and Tiffany Rice '06.
Ciriegio pounded out nine kills along
with a team high 17 digs. Rice contin-
ued her offensive production with a
team high ten kills and an attack per-
centage of .348. Ali Drushal '09 also
was instrumental on the defensive end
as she added 16 digs.
The Scots headed into the weekend
looking to forget about the previous
match and remain at the top of the
conference after their first NCAC
match of the year. Wooster did just
that as they easily swept past Kenyon
by scores of 30-1- 6, 30-1-6, and 30-2- 2.
The Scots easily rolled past the Ladies
behind Rice,, Ciriegio and Mary Kate
Fowkes '06. Rice led the team with 1 1
kills while Ciriegio added ten kills and
13 digs. Fowkes contributed a team
high 18 digs along with three service
aces. Sarah Marschall '07 patrolled the
net and kept her hands in the Kenyon
hitter's face as she compiled five blocks,
including three solo blocks. Heather
Voice
of reach for the Scots vet. even
Scots, but with their 4--1-2 record the
possibility of a 'ery successful season
has not been removed.
Scots split
Jessica Sender
Voice Staff Writer
The Wooster field hockey team was
ready to start winning again. After los-
ing three -- tough games to Oberlin,
DePauw, and Wittenberg, the Scots
came storming back with a 2-- 0 win over
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Miranda Ltickly '07 and her teammates focus on returning
to the postseason (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz).
Ohio Wesleyan University. The Scots
improved to 2j5 overall, while maintain-
ing a 2-- 2 record in the NCAC. The
OWU BattliiTg Bishops fell to 4--3 over-
all and 3-- 2 in the NCAC.
Katelin Bugler '06 scored both of the.
game's goals. Her goals came late in the
second half, after an offensively strong,
but scoreless first half. The Scots took
eleven shots on their opxnents in the
first half, but did not manage to score
conference
Wolff '08 who had 3 1 assists captained
the offense. "It was not the prettiest
game we have played," said Fowkes.
"But it was a good win for us esjec rally
since it was our first conference game
and it was the first game after a tough
loss to Ohio Northern on Thursday,"
said Fow kes.
The team returned to the court scv-- v
eral hours later to face Marietta who
had just defeated Kenyon in three close
games. Wooster easily handled the visi-
tors, however, as they won in three
quick games, 30-1- 6, 30-1-8 and 30-2-0.
Erin Schaffncr '07 came alive against
Marietta as she pounded them for a
game high 15 kills and a scorching .448
attack percentage. Rice also added 12
kills of her own to back the Scots.
Fowkes also did her part to keep the vis-
itors off the scoreboard with a game
high 23 digs.
Wooster still sits in a tie for first in
the conference with WittenlxTg and
Denison. The Scots are also leading the
conference in attac k percentage with a
..178. The Scots are faced with several
tough loss
The team certainly has high hopes.
This group of seniors has lost a total of
five regular season matches in their
careers, and has yet to make it to the
NCAA tournament The conference is
strong, just like every year, but we have
the players and coaching staff to make it
to that next level," remarked Schott
Their season goal continuing to
empower them to train hard, they look
forward to their upcoming game against
Case Western Reserve University on
Wednesday (results were not available at
press time). Wooster hopes to increase
' their winning record against Case, which
currently rests at 18-2--4. High hopes for
the season aside, they can't help but note
that victory was very fairly not theirs.
The game from our side was truly
one of frustration," said Schott. " We
dominated possession, but could not find
the net The Oberlin coaching staff, as
well as the players, deserves a lot of
credit for the game plan they imple-
mented. They did what they had to for
the win."
The Scots will continue training regi-
men through till their game against Case
(which is not a member of the NCAC) at
5p.m. Wednesday at home, followed by a
conference game this Saturday at
Wabash College at 1 1a.m. against whom
the Scots have a 5-- 2 record.
the week
until six minutes left in the game, with
o Bugler's goal off an assist by Anlyn
Addis '06. Bugler then' scored on an
unassisted goal, merely two minutes
after her first goal, with less than five
minutes left in the second half. OWU
the contest close, taking ten shots on the
Scots, but keeper Anne Leigh "07 kept a
clean sheet, recording four saves. The
shutout over the Bishops was Leigh's
second of the season.
The Scot stickers take on archrival
Denison University this Thursday, Sept.
29th, at home. Play begins at 4:30. The
Scots hope to down the Big Red and
improve their conference record to S-- 2.
They enter a key stretch of their season
that could play a big part in determining
their postseason hoxs.
play begins
key matches this week as they travel to
Allegheny on Wednesday . evening
(results were not available at press time)
and to WittenlxTg on Saturday. The
team will also face Otterbein on
Saturday afternoon at Wittenberg.
Wooster w ill be looking to finally over-
come the Tigers as they have faced
them several times in the last few years,
all of the matches being highly contest-
ed affairs,
"We are excited for this Saturday,"
said Fowkes. "We can beat them this
year they have a couple good players,
but I think we play better as a team,
we also have exxrience on our side as
they are relatively young and inexpe-
rienced."
After the weekend trip to
WittenlxTg the Scots will return home
for a key stretch in their season as they
will face three conference opponents in
a row in the friendly confines of
Timken gymnasium beginning with
Denison on Oc t. 4th, Ohio Wesleyan
on Oct. 7th and Hiram on Oct. 12th.
All game times are 7:00 p.m.
Friday,ja
September 30
I really do love those New
England Patriots!!!
I'm starting off my column with an
apology, as I did for about 80 of my
columns last year. That's probably not
the way to gain acceptance from the
reading community, but I felt the need.
This time the apology is for my nick-
name for either last week or the week
before it, which
was "I guess I
picked the wrong
week to stop sniff-
ing glue." It's a ref-
erence to the come-
dy classic Airplane, nickcross
but I just wanted to .
make sure that everybody knows that I
never have sniffed glue. Not even the
kind that smells so damn good that you
gotta keep on sniffing it to make sure
that it's glue. You know the kind.
Secondly, I want to talk about my
"boss," Shabad Thadani. I was a little
upset to look at the back page of the
Voice last week and see what he had
done. He has created his own sports col-
umn "Wire-to-Wir- e." His sports column
has the same physical setup as mine, with
his picture even emulating my own.
Shabad also had the nerve to give himself
a nickname at the end of the column,
which I believe is another idea that he
stole directly from the Sports Boxersi
Lastly, he even had the nerve to say my
name twice, trying to gain some fame
and be cool by association. Zzzing!
After insulting my boss for a while, I
think it would be smart for me to go
'head and do my job, so here goes . . .
HOW BOUT THEM NEW ENG-
LAND PATRIOTS?!! Many of you
know that I am a huuuuiige Pats fan, so
I could not pass up the opportunity to
talk about their' great victory over the
Pittsburgh Steelers this past weekend,
because I don't think I hate any fran-
chise as much as the Steelers. In case
anybody didn't see the game, it ended
up 23-2- 0, in favor of the Patriots.
Before I really get into what hap-
pened in the game, I wanna give a shout
out to my man, Rodney Harrison, who '
suffered a season-endin- g knee injury in
the first half of tthe game. I hope that
"he? 'along with 'all the other Patriots
'dass acts, such as Matt Light, Randall
Gay, and Tyrone Poole, all get better
soon. I love you guys, with all my heart
In the first half, it was pretty even,
with both teams scoring on their first
drive, but the Steelers seemed have
more control. The Pats kept turning it
over in the red zone and I was nervous
that the Steelers would do what they do
best and capitalize on turnovers. Just as
I thought Antwaan Randle El would
take it all the way into the end zone, he
flipped the ball at an unsuspecting
Hines Ward, where it bounced off his
chest and the Pats took it right back. It
was one of the dumber moves I've ever
seen. Of course.it came from a Steeler.
Let's move past the rest of the rela-
tively uneventful first half. In the second
half, the Patriots were on point. It
seemed like Brady couldn't be stopped,
especially in the fourth quarter, where he
went 12-for-- 12 with 160 yards, against
the "toughest" or "best" defense in the
league. Even though the Steelers tied it
up with less than two minutes remaiiH
ing, everybody knew that Tom Brady
was given too much time to create a clas-
sic Patriots game-winni- ng drive As
always, Adam Vinatieri kicked a field
goal with a second left on the clock and
the Patriots won. YEAH BOYD
I just really wanted to recap that game
because it makes me feel good inside, like
hot chocolate or bunnies. Hmmni
hmmm. However, I also wanted to point
out that my boys deserve a lot of respect
People keep talking about how the
Patriots, even though they've won three
out of four Superbowls, aren't that good
and some other junk. The league sched-
uled them with what many sjxirts ana-
lysts consider to be the hardest opening
schedule in the history of the NFL
That's gotta mean something. Anyways,
I thought perhaps the Pats would drop
off a bit this year, which they will, but
after seeing them bounce back in that
game, after a loss and injuries, I am pre-
dicting right now that they will at least
make it back to the AFC Championship
game.
On a side note, I'm sure that five other
sjxirts writers have written about tlie
really wild Wild Card race in baseball, so
I won't go into that' much. However, I
would like to offer a truce with Indians
fans to become friends for the end of the
season and have you guys root for my
Sox when they close out the season with
the Yanks. In return, I'll clap for the
Indians when they score. DEAL!
By Nick
. . . tastes so good, make 'ym
ximna thpyo' mama!" Cro.u
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Scots retain
James Carithers -
Voice Staff Writer
'
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The College of Wooster Scots (s-O-)
kicked off this weekend against the Case
Western Reserve Spartans (3--1) in their
annual game for the Baird Brothers"
Trophy This was the 17th contest in the
rivalry with the Scots owning an all-ti- me
record of 1 1- -6, winning 1 1 of the last 12
games after starting 0--5.
The Spartans received the opening
kickoff but were forced to punt, after
moving the ball only nine yards on six
plays. Wooster capitalized on this early
opportunity by responding with a 28-ya-rd
touchdown pass from quarterback
Justin Schafer '07 to running back Sean
Anderson '06. Kicker Andrew Milligan
'08 made the lead 7-- 0 after a successful
extra point attempt.
Wooster could not contain Case
Western for long, however, as the
Spartans responded with two touch-
down drives, in the second quarter, the
,
second of which came after Case defen-
sive back Scott Badden intercepted a
--Schafer pass with 7:57 remaining in the
half They led 13-- 6 after kicker Joseph
Brenner missed an extra point attempt.
Not giving 'up, the Scots rallied
together to put on an offensive display of
power. They came back after the Case
touchdowns with an eight play, 69 yard
drive finished off by an eight-yar- d Amil
Tinsley"08 touchdown run. They never
looked back.
Wooster opened the second half with
an eight play, 24-y- ard drive that ended
with a punt. On the next series, though, ,
they made the most of a Darren Farmer
'07 interception by marching down the
field to score a Milligan field goal,
extending their lead to 17-1- 3. After two
Case punts Schafer connected with tight
Lustic ties school record;
Nick Holt
Voice Staff Writer
After struggling around .500 for most
of the season it appears the Wooster's
Women's soccer team has found its
stride, and it could not come at a better
time, as the Scot's look tohead into con-
ference play this week. The Scots tallied
up three wins.(by defeating John Carroll
University (3HJ), Case Western Reserve
(3-5-- 1), and Mount Union (3-5-- 0). The
Scots not only won, but also did so in
convincing fashion, by shutting out all
three opponents; defeating John Carroll
and Case Western Reserve by the score
of 1- -0 before embarrassing Mount
Union 6-- 0. '
The Scots began last week by playing
host to John Carroll University. The
first half of play was a hard-nos- ed
defensive affair, with both teams getting
off four shots. John Carroll play
attacked Wooster's offense, on their way
to recording seven penalties in the first
half alone. Meanwhile, Anna Marin
Russell '06 played a strong first half for
the Scots making several key stops.
After the first half, it looked as if the
contest would be a dogfight, and it prob--
ably would have been if not for the vet-
eran coaching of Wooster's David
Brown. Wooster moved a defender up
from the back third in an attempt to gen-
erate more offense, which proved to be
exactly what the Scots needed. The
Scots came out of the break with an
offensive onslaught getting several good
looks at the goal while unfortunately
being unable to register a goal. Early in
the half Laura" Ayer '08 served as the
offensive catalyst for the Scots by using
some impressive ball handling to maneu-
ver, around Blue Streak defenders,
enabling her to get off four shots while
also giving her teammates opportunities.
Wooster's lone goal however came as a
result of sheer hustle. With alwut 15
minutes left in the contest Angela Evans
'08 lofted a pass over John Carroll's
defense. Erin Lustic '07 then outraced a
defender to the ball and crossed it over to
the middle just as it was about to go out
of play. From there Ashley Maciulaitis
'06 was able to emerge from a crowd of
defenders to get a foot on the pass and
put it in the goal from point blank range.
John Carroll was unable to muster any
Baird Trophy for 9th straight year
Amil Tinsley '08 led the gridders to their 1 3th straight win and a perfect
non-leag- ue record for the 4th straight year (Photo by Caroline Hotra).
end Greg Peltz '07 on a 23-ya- rd pass to
extend the lead to 24-1- 3.
On their next series, Wooster scored
again on an eight yard TD run by
Schafer, putting them ahead 31-- 13 after
the Milligan extra point. Case put
together one final scoring drive, with
Matt Skolnicki catching a four-ya- rd
touchdown pass from quarterback Alex
Harvey. Harvey connected with Scot
Moyer for the two-poi- nt conversion,
making the score 31-2- 1. Any hopes of a
Case Western comeback were ruined,
however, when Wooster cornerback
sort of response as the Scots trapped the
ball in the corners for most of the time
remaining and had several good looks
on goal including a beautiful cross by
Emily Sterling '06 that Lustic sent just
over the crossbar.
Katie Kiley '08 played well in net
again recording three saves to register
the 1- -0 shutout.
Maciidqitis was impressed by the
team's ability to adjust at the half say-
ing; "I think the defense did a good job of
staying strong with fewer players in the
back third. Our whole mentality was dif-
ferent in the second half, we were just
looking to go to goal."
The Scots journeyed to Cleveland
Saturday to play Case Western Reserve.
The Scots managed to put a score on the
board in the 33rd minute when Letitia
Clark '09 scored her first career goal as
a Scot off a pass from Russell. Kiley
recorded yet another shutout, recording
six saves in the victory.
The Scots offense, which had scored
one goal or less in seven of their eight
previous games, exploded against Mount
Union behind a record day from Lustic
The Scots leading'scorer recorded just
the 1 1th hat trick in school history while
also tallying two assists to tie for the
school record (Larisa Fricsons, Melissa
Eging) for the most points in a game.
She opened the scoring just six minutes
in an unassisted goal. She then followed
it with another 16 minutes later after
winning the ball off a short goal kick.
The half ended with the Scots up com-
fortably 2-- 0.
The second half is when tilings really
got out of hand. After a little brief lull
' in the scoring the onslaught continued
with a wide-op- en Sarah Schostarez '07
the net of a nice pass from Lustic in the
66th minute. The two would light it up
for two more goals within the span of
five minutes. In the 70th minute Lustic
and Schostarez broke away from the
defense. The goalie made one of her
many ill-advi- sed charges in the game and
Lustic, despite having a very good
chance to put it in herself and register
the hat trick, dumped it off to
Schostarez, who booted it into the ox?n
goal. Less than a minute, later
Schostarez returned the favor (although
she did not get credit for the assist),
sending a long past to Lustic who got
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Chris Craig '07 returned an interception
20 yards for a touchdown witli 1:24 left
in the game making the final score 38--2 1.
"Offensively our tight ends played
really good games and we had some big
plays by the wideouts. All three running
backs made good cuts as well," Scots' left
tackle Rick Drushal '07, said alxiut the
game. 'The defense played well, but we
put them in a bad position a couple times
on offense. We need to work on control-
ling, the ball better, we made too many
turnovers."
The Scots improved their record to 3--
Scots win trio
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Erin Lustic '07 runs around a defender on her way to sticking
three goals on Mt. Union on Tuesday (Photo by Caroline Hotra).
around a defender and booted another
one past tlie beleaguered goalie.
The scoring was slowed for a moment
as the Scots reserves tried to mesh, and
they did with just 3 minutes left as Clark
found the goal for the second game in a
row after Stephanie Lloyd '07 broke
down the defense with two shots that
were deflected by the goalie.
Kiley tallied six saves before being
replace by Staei Alario '09 in yet another
outstanding performance.
The three wins bring the Scots record
to 5-2- -2, and with this Saturday's game
against Mt. Saint Joseph being their last
non-conferen- ce game, the Scot's are
playing the best they have all season at
just the -- right time. With an already
stingy defense registering even more
shutouts and an offense that is finally
getting rolling the Scots are finally justi
2005-200-6 SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist
survivors of, or those who know survivors of sexual assault. For
assistance contact:
Nancy Anderson
Mary Bader
Pam Frese
Shirley Huston-Findle- y
Dianna Kardulias
Carroll Meyer
0 onjhe season while Case Western
Reserve moved to 3--1. More importantl-
y, though, the Scots won the Baird
Brothers' Trophy for the 1 1th time. The
trophy is given to the winner of the
annual College of Wooster- - Case
Western Reserve University, and each
team adds a piece to the prize. Wooster
has won 1 1 of the last 12 contests ver-
sus Case, with an all-ti- me record of 1 1- -6.
Drushal commented on the trophy, "It
is a one of a kind trophy, and it is always
an honor to keep it here at Wooster."
Running back Dustin Sheppard '09
led the Scots with 56 net yards rushing
on 13 carries. Schafer added another 50
yards on 14 carries with one touchdown,
in addition to 2 19 passing yards and two
touchdowns through the air. Wideout
Shaun Swearingen '07 returned 5 punts
for 64 yards, along with two kickoffs for
41 yards. Linebacker Andre Smith '07
led the defense with 7 total tackles (l for
a loss), 1 forced fumble, and 1 sack for an
8-y- ard loss. The Scots tallied 4 sacks on
the day, while only allowing 2 on the
offense. .
Wooster moved up to 17 in the
American Football Coaches
Association (AFCA) polls and once
again narrowly missed the cut for the
D3football.com top 25 polls,
outscored by two votes 70-6-8 in favor
of Whitworth.
Next week, Wooster moves on to
face Allegheny (0-- 3) to begin their
North Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC) play. Wooster will return
home on Oct. 8 to face Kenyon
College (0-3- ). The Scots currently
own a 13-ga- me regular season win-
ning streak against Kenyon, which
they hope to extend when they
return home.
of matches
fying their lofty pre-seas- on expecta-
tions.
Maciulaitis seems happy to see things
coming together, "I think we were just
getting into the swing of things with
our first few games and trying people in
different positions. I think we will be
ready for conference soon, we've got a
lot of talent this year, we just have to
put it all together."
While the Scots have reason to be
enthusiastic, it should also be noted that
several other NCAC have also been
doing very well in their non-conferen- ce
games, while the last three wins have
been over teams with losing records.
Regardless, it was a great week for the
Scot's that promised great things of the
season to come.
Wooster begins its conference sched-
ule Wednesday at Allegheny.
Longbrake
Kauke 129A
Kauke 8
Wishart 118
The Lilly House
Westminster Church
Ext. 2319
Ext. 2357
Ext. 2256
Ext. 2543
Ext. 2301
Ext. 2208
Students may also contact the College counselors at Ext. 2319 or a
Campus Minister at Ext. 2602. To report an assault, contact the Wooster
City Police at 911 (emergencies) or 330-264-33- 33, or Security at Ext
2590.
In a recent poll conducted by the col-
lege, people were asked to choose a bet-
ter sports column between "Sports
Boxers', compiled by the nefarious Nick
Cross, or this one. The results turned
out 143-- 0 in tavor . i i t. n
of Wire-to-Wir- e. 1 ' 'Although 91 of the
143 people polled
were from the
Indian subconti-
nent
1
and the other
shabadthadani
52 were on the
swim-tea- m, no bias-
es were detected during the process.
The NFL just hit week 3 over the
weekend and when the dust settled, the
Cincinnati Bengals were standing tall at
3-- 0 behind the almost incredulous play
of Chad Johnson and Carson Palmer.
The Green Bay Packers, behind leg-
endary play-call- er Brett Favre, are 0-- 3,
after losing a thriller at Lambeau Field
to the Bucs. Favre, once the leagues
clutchest QB, now has an arm like a wet
noodle. All you Pats fans out there
ning at Vinatieri's game-winnin- g. FG
with :01 left to knock off the Steelers,
you just got away with murder. The
clock had 52 extra seconds added to it,
by a clock operator who, rumor has it, is
Tom Brady's third cousin, twice
removed from his aunt's sister-in-law- 's
grand-uncl- e's brother's grandkid's side.
Fortune favors the brave? No, nepotism
favors the Pats
, David Akers, the Eagles' kicker is out
for a while with a torn hamstring. It
doesn't surprise me, the refs had to kic k-- off
the game about 18 times because of
some idiot running offside when he was-
n't supposed to. I was half expecting
them to announce another re-kick-off,
and just when everyone was lined up
and Akers was standing on the 50-ya- rd
line supported by 9 crutches and 4
wheelchairs, have Ashton Kutcher run
onto the field and yell, "Haha! The last
one was fair". . .you jus' got Punk'd." By
the end of the game, Akers was wob-
bling around like a 350-l- b linebacker
who'd just been injected with a horse
tranquilizer.
Props to Charlie Weis, who promised
,
to allow a 10 year-ol-d kid named
Montana Mazurkiewicz (named after '
legendary QB Joe Montana, who was
Weis" roommate at Notre Dame), who
was resigned to death from a brain
tumor, to call the first play on offense in
their game 'against Washington. ND
started the game on their own ONE-YAR- D
line following a fumble recovery,
and yet, Weis instructed his QB to pass
right, like the kid requested. If Brady
Quinn gets sacked in the end zone, the
Irish are down 0--2. Good man, that
Charlie Weis.
On to 'futbol' - football in England
has begun to look like baseball in
America during the late 90's. Chelsea
FC, a club that was taken over by
Russian oil tycoon gabillionaire Roman
Abramovich (who plays Trans-Atlant- ic
online poker with George Steinbrenner)
two years ago, looks unstoppable.
They're becoming the team everyone
loves to hate a la the Yankees of the "It
looks like they're going to win every
World Series from now till 2142" era.
Chelsea has surrendered one. goal all
season, and has won seven games on the
trot. The old guard of Manchester .
United and Arsenal are falling off the
pace, and if things continue like this, by
'the time December rolls around, more
people in England will be watching
Prince Charles getting his annual
Christmas pedicure from one of the
Spice Girls on local cable rather than go
out to a game.
The NHL season has apparently
restarted, but after the whole lockout, I
think the league forgot to negotiate a
television broadcasting agreement,
because the last piece of ice-hock- ey
news I saw on SportsCenter was atxmt
Wayne Gretzky's retirement.and that
was 6 years ago
The boxing world lost one of its own,
Leveander Johnson, last week, when he
succumbed to brain injuries sustained
during a match with Jesus Chavez. After
the bout, one onlooker was quoted as
saying, "I didn't know he was hurt so
bad". No shit. Listen buddy, if I stand in
a 20'x 20' ring with you and knock your
brains out through your nose meticu-
lously for 15 two-minu- te rounds, it's
going to sting a little. Those gloves
don't really protect your face; all they do
is make instant replay look really gcxxl.
"Look, you can see the 'Everlast' imprint
on the guy's chin from the last uppcrcut
he took!!" Bloody hell...
Sports Illustrated put Chris Rock on
the hot seat in last week's edition, and
asked him - "You're caught speeding in
Miami and the cop turns out to be Shaq,
what do you do?" to which Rock respond-
ed, "I pull on my 'F Kolx;' t-s- hirt and
don't get a ticket" I almost peed my pants
laughing. Enjoy your weekend.
Ladies, Shabad can be contacted for
"comments" in Arminglon Hall.
